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Overview
Puzzle
‣

Compared to young adults, older adults (60+) exhibit
- Impaired auditory temporal processing
- More difficulty comprehending speech, especially in challenging circumstances

‣

Yet, the speech envelope can be reconstructed more accurately from their
cortical responses, recorded with MEG (Presacco et al., 2016)
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This talk
‣

Localize cortical responses to speech of young and older adults
- Anatomy: localization in cortex
- Time: latency at which information is contained
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enesis of EEG and MEG signals. (a) Electric currents (red arrow) in active neurons drive volume currents (yellow lines) within the head, which gives rise
al distribution (V) on the scalp. The currents also generate a magnetic field (green lines; B) outside of the head; here the direction of the magnetic field
ording to the right-hand rule) the direction of the net intracellular currents. (b) The main contribution to EEG and MEG signals comes from post-synaptic
d arrows) in the apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons. (c) A highly schematic illustration of electrophysiological (MEG/EEG) and haemodynamic (fMRI)
me courses to stimuli of three different durations. Evoked responses are phase-locked to the stimuli while induced responses reflect amplitude changes in
se-locked oscillatory brain activity.

bs) with fMRI and then use MEG or EEG to detere temporal relationships between these areas.
this approach would work only if the physiological
f both MEG/EEG and fMRI were identical. Discreetween the methods are to be expected to some
fMRI reflects neural activity only indirectly, via
(blood oxygenation-level dependent) signal arising
rovascular coupling, whereas MEG/EEG pick up
irectly related to the neuronal activity (for time
ee figure 1c). Another apparent difference between

(c) Future methods for non-invasive time-resolved brain
imaging
How could we improve non-invasive time-resolved imaging of
the human brain? First of all, the measurements should be performed as close to the neural generators as possible. However,
with an intact skull, the distance from the outside of the head to
the closest sources in the cortex is at least 1.5 cm, which sets an
upper bound for the spatial frequencies (how fast the signals
change in space) and thereby for the resolution any MEG or

(Hari & Parkkonen, 2015)
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Neural source localization
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Continuous Speech
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Linear convolution model
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Stimulus and response are known; find the best response
function to produce the response from the stimulus:
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Linear convolution model

Stimulus

Stimulus and response are known; find the best response
function to produce the response from the stimulus:
Actual stimulus

Reconstructed stimulus

Response

"Decoder"
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Methods
Design
‣

60 s long audiobook excerpts, 3 repetitions each

‣

2 excerpts were clean speech

‣

4 excerpts with second speaker at different signal to noise ratios
(SNRs; +3, 0, -3, -6)

Participants
‣

17 young adults (aged 18-27 years)

‣

15 older adults (aged 61-73 years)
- Clinically normal audiogram
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Reconstructing speech envelope
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Reconstructing speech envelope

"Decoder"
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Decoding speech envelope
cantly lower values than 350 ms but not than 150 ms [t(16) !
"3.722, P ! 0.002 and t(16) ! 0.973, P ! 0.345 for 500 vs.
350 ms and 500 vs. 150 ms, respectively]. Conversely, older
adults’ ability to track the speech envelope of the foreground is
significantly reduced at 350 and 150 ms in both quiet [t(14) !
"0.248, P ! 0.807 and t(14) ! 3.779, P ! 0.002 for 500 vs.
350 ms and 500 vs. 150 ms, respectively] and noise [t(14) !
2.064, P ! 0.058 and t(14) ! 2.512, P ! 0.0248 for 500 vs.
"Decoder"
350 ms and 500 vs. 150 ms, respectively].
Reconstruction of the unattended speech envelope. Repeatedmeasures ANOVA showed a significant correlation # age
interaction across the four noise conditions tested [F(3,90) ! 2.909,
P ! 0.039]. A one-way ANOVA showed significantly higher
reconstruction accuracy in older adults at all of the noise conditions tested except $3 dB [F(1,30) ! 3.487, P ! 0.072; F(1,30) !
4.99, P ! 0.033; F(1,30) ! 7.523, P ! 0.01; and F(1,30) ! 19.251,
P % 0.001 for $3; 0; "3; and "6 dB, respectively]. All of the
reconstruction values were significantly higher than the noise floor
(all, P % 0.01).
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Relationships among Behavioral, Mid
Data

Two-tailed Spearman’s rank correlat
to study the correlations among the fo
speech-in-noise score, cortical decodin
in noise with an integration window
quiet-to-noise correlation value in the
midbrain responses. No significant cor
either younger or older adults in any of
DISCUSSION

The results of this study provide su
all, of the initial hypotheses. Behaviora
adults do have poorer speech under
younger adults, despite their norma
thresholds. In midbrain, noise supp
younger adults to a greater extent than
the fidelity of the reconstruction of sp

Older
Fig. 5. Reconstruction accuracy &
Younger
of the foreground for younger a

Cortex: older > younger

quiet and in all of the noise
horizontal line shows the noise fl
tion accuracy is significantly h
However, as a completing talk
differences between the 2 age g
struction accuracy in quiet and a
windows tested: 500, 350, and 1
across the 3 integration window
(Presacco, Simon,
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Midbrain
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Midbrain
‣

Older listeners have reduced frequency following response (FFR)

‣

Increased cortical responses not due to stronger input from
midbrain
Younger

Older

AGING EFFECTS OF NEURAL PROCESSING OF SPEECH IN NOISE

Fig. 2. Grand average (n # 17 for youn
older adults) of the response to the st
younger (left) and older [right; quiet # d
dB) # light lines] adults. Statistical ana
individual subjects show that in both
steady-state regions, noise resulted in a
(P % 0.01 and % 0.05 for the transit
region, respectively) in the amplitude
younger and older adults at all of the cond
RMS values were also found in you
regions (P % 0.05).

Statistical Analyses

Midbrain (EEG)

Armonk, NY). Fisher’s z transformation was applied to all of the

Amplitude analysis. Figure 2 shows the g
(Presacco,
Simon,envelope
& Anderson,
2016)an
FFRs
of the stimulus
of younger

Midbrain: younger
> older
All statistical
analyses were conducted in SPSS version 21.0 (IBM,

Possible explanations
Low level change, e.g., excitation/inhibition imbalance
‣

Decrease in cortical inhibition could lead to stronger evoked responses
- Reduction in inhibitory neurons in A1 (de Villers-Sidani et al., 2010)
- Increased firing rates in A1 (Overton & Recanzone, 2016)

‣

Prediction:
- Even low latency responses show enhancement in older listeners, e.g., 30 ms
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‣
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Attention
‣

Increased attention associated with stronger responses
- Attention increases MEG response amplitudes with similar field topography (Woldorff et al., 1993)

‣

Prediction:
- Similar spatial distributions of responses, but overall enhancement in older adults
- More activity in core auditory areas
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Encoding model
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Encoding model
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Statistics
Evaluate model predictions:
‣

Pearson correlation:
r(predicted response, measured response)

Bias-correction:
‣

Compute r of a temporally shuffled model

‣

Test for better r of the true model

Significance test:
‣

Mass-univariate t-test

‣

Threshold-free cluster enhancement

‣

Max statistic distribution with 10,000 permutations
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Localization
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Temporal response function
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Temporal response function (TRF)
‣

Brain response to an elementary temporal feature in the stimulus

‣

Time axis: latency between acoustic feature and brain response
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TRF amplitude
[normalized]
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Temporal response function (TRF)
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‣
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Summary
Over-representation of speech in older adults originates from early
response in higher order auditory cortex
‣

Temporal lobe, outside of core auditory cortex

‣

Primarily affecting earliest cortical responses

~30 ms response
‣

Strategic/top-down processing
- Latency too short

‣

Attention
- Localized outside of core auditory cortex

‣

Low level change, e.g., excitation/inhibition imbalance
- Short latency
- Fast spread to areas outside core auditory cortex
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Appendix

Mix of 2 speakers
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ANOVA: Age (2) × SNR (4)
‣
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MEG
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Properties of MEG:
‣

Excellent temporal resolution (magnetic fields)

‣

Mediocre spatial resolution (inverse problem)
- Relatively good estimation of center
- Spatial dispersion

Simulation (Minimum Norm Estimates):
Current estimate

0.007

0.000

0.007

